
INFLIGHT CONNECTIVITY:
BRINGING FREEDOM
TO THE SKIES

Inflight connectivity (IFC) 
determines airline choice and loyalty

IFC enables passengers to communicate seamlessly 
inflight via a global satellite network

Of passengers who have experienced high quality
inflight Wi-Fi:

IFC gives passengers freedom and 
more choice than IFE

61%
of passengers 
consider it more 
important than inflight 
entertainment (IFE)

  APAC   62%
  U.S.          61%
  EU        56%
  M East     56%
  LATAM     54%

Quality inflight connectivity drives customer loyalty

40%
 rank IFC as a 
 top 3 driver of 
 airline choice

44%
would stop using 
their preferred 
airline if it o�ered 
poor quality IFC

Passengers can have their own content on their 
favourite devices

55%
of IFC users have 
connected more than 
one device on at 
least one flight in the 
past year

Stay connected above 
the clouds

66%
of families said 
inflight Wi-Fi would 
be a life saver 
when travelling
with children

61%
of flyers said Wi-Fi 
access relieves anxiety

1  Price

2  Schedule

3  IFC

Inmarsat’s annual Inflight Connectivity Survey is the world’s largest 
poll of passenger sentiment. Now in its third year, it has become an industry 
barometer, compiled with market research company GfK. We spoke to more 
than 9,000 people in 18 countries across Europe, Asia Pacific, the Middle East 
and North and Latin America.

We have been tracking the increasing usage of high bandwidth amongst those 
that have connected:
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Low bandwidth: a few low bandwidth activities used e.g. internet browsing

Medium bandwidth: a few medium bandwidth activities used e.g. basic email, 
social networks, or lots of low bandwidth activities

High bandwidth: high bandwidth activities used e.g. streaming video, 
downloading movies, or lots of low/ medium activities

GLOBAL

2016 global

2017 global

Key:

52%
of passengers would 
take advantage of the 
ability to buy items on a 
flight and collect them 
upon arrival

60%
of passengers globally 
believe that inflight Wi-Fi     
is a necessity not a luxury


